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Many of  us dream of  
living in a beautiful 
old house packed full 
of  character features. 
Or maybe you’ve 

bought such a property and are now 
panicking at the peeling plaster, 
wonky floorboards, wobbly 
chimney and bowed frontage!

Well, a Bury St Edmunds estate 
agency is hoping to allay all those 
fears.

Hatter Street-based character and 
individual property specialist 
Richard Green Estate Agents is 
hosting the ‘Period Home Event’, a 
free and interactive exhibition 
taking place at The Apex in Charter 
Square on Sunday August 20. 

It will bring together an array of  
specialists in the restoration, 
maintenance and improvement of  
older houses who will be able to 
answer questions, take part in 
one-to-one sessions, give 
demonstrations and even let you 
‘have a go’ at some of  the time-
honoured traditions used to care 
for this country’s many historic 
gems.

“Bury St Edmunds is in the heart 
of  the highest concentration of  
residential listed buildings in the 
UK,” said David Sayer, a director at 
Richard Green.

The event that 
offers all you need 
to know about old 
houses. Period!
If you live in an old property or are considering buying one, 
then an event at The Apex in Bury St Edmunds this August 
could be just the thing for you. Alison Palmer reports.

property that will sit in front of  
The Apex!

And it’s not just the outside of  
beautiful historic homes the event 
concentrates on. 

There are all sorts of  tips and 
tricks to be had on decorating the 
inside of  an old house to really 
bring out its character, deal with 
compromised natural light, low 
ceilings or uneven floors.

“One of  the questions we expect 
to get asked is how to dress a 
problem window – old buildings are 
never straightforward and it’s 
having the knowledge to deal with 
that,” says Clare Hindle, a designer 
and owner of   Bury St Edmunds-
based Copeland Interiors. Similarly, 

the likes of  Ingilby Paints, from 
Glemsford, will be demonstrating 
various paint finishes and colours 
pertinent to period homes.

And there are many other 
considerations when it comes to 
buying or living in an old house. 
The event has those covered too.

Healthy Abode, an environmental 
consultancy, is an authority on 
independent damp and timber 
surveys. “We’ll be on hand to talk 
through our acoustic, noise, damp 
and timber surveys and reports,” 
says the company’s Stuart Nixon. 
“We’ll also bring a range of  kit for 
people to have a look at, including 
our thermal imaging camera, 
electronic sound level meters, 

Indeed, according to Gateway 
Building Control, one of  the show’s 
exhibitors, there are an astonishing 
3,200 listed buildings in the St 
Edmundsbury district – and a third 
of  those are in Bury St Edmunds 
itself. In fact, grade I and II listed 
buildings make up almost a third of  
the borough’s housing stock.

“As specialists in the sale of  
period property for over 30 years, 
we’re frequently asked if  we can 
recommend experts or tradespeople 
who can assist in the renovation or 
enhancement of  a client’s home,” 
David says.

“The Richard Green Period Home 
Event gives the ideal platform for 
the public to meet, face to face, 
those with the expertise they might 
require.” Among the many 
exhibitors are builders, chimney 
specialists, ironmongers, thatchers 
and pargeters.

“Most people enjoy watching 
pargeting [a decorative or 
waterproofing plastering applied to 
a building’s walls] done in situ,” 
says Bill Sargeant, of  The 
Pargetting Company, from Norfolk, 
one of  the event demonstrators and 
exhibitors.

“There are so many properties in 
the area that need sympathetic 
work to preserve them. Owners of  

listed homes and people simply 
interested in period buildings will 
gain knowledge about pargeting at 
the event they just wouldn’t come 
across in everyday life.”

Similarly, Orchard Barn, from 
Stowmarket, a social enterprise 
specialising in natural and 
traditional building projects, wants 
to involve visitors to The Apex in 
its crafts.

“People can expect to get 
hands-on with wattle and daub, to 
see the timber frame repairs made 
by our students to 500-year-old oak 
timbers and hear how we source 
materials, in time-honoured ways, 
directly from the landscape,” says 
Sarah Partridge, a spokesperson for 
the project. 

“We want to make homeowners 
aware of  how the traditional 
building courses we run at Orchard 
Barn can help them look after their 
property.”

There will also be information on 
how to extend old buildings and 
how to sympathetically introduce 
modern-day conveniences such as 
double glazing, a conservatory, roof  
lights etc.

One company – Emmerson 
Critchley Ltd – will showcase the 
traditional building techniques it 
employs via a miniature period 

D J Evans provides 
fixtures, fasteners 

and tools
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moisture meter and aerial drone.” 
And when it comes to insurance, 
the NFU will be available to discuss 
protecting listed, thatched and 
non-standard homes. 

You will also be able to get advice 
on designing and financing a 
building or renovation project.

“You will be able to browse, chat 
and gather the information you 
need. No waiting for returned calls, 
no being put on hold, no squinting 
at little pictures online – just speak 
directly to the experts, see 
specialists in action and handle and 
compare real products,” Richard 
Green Estate Agents promise.

What’s more, if  the event has 
whetted your appetite for a period 

home of  your own, the company 
will be showcasing the vast range 
of  properties it is currently selling.

“And we’ll be on hand to give 
advice or arrange a marketing 
appraisal or valuation should you 
be contemplating the sale of  your 
home,” David Sayer adds.

 ■ The Period Home Event takes 
place at The Apex, Charter Square, 
Bury St Edmunds on Sunday 
August 20 from 10am to 4pm. 
More information, including who is 
exhibiting and how to book one-
to-one sessions, is available from 
Richard Green Estate Agents at 
richardgreen.uk.com or by calling 
01284 755552. The Apex has a café 
and bar, and parking nearby.

The team from Specflue of Sudbury, supplier of flue and chimney products 
for gas, oil and solid fuel systems. Below, tiebacks in handmade Egyptian 
cotton and silk trimmings from Nada Designs of Kennett

John Sanders, from Heritage  
Classic Fireplaces and Stoves,  
lines a chimney

Specialist builder Emmerson Critchley will showcase traditional techniques 
using a miniature period property in front of The Apex

Vaughn Limmer, 
horticulturist / 
artist at Peter 

Beales Roses of 
Attleborough


